Eyes of Passion (Eyes of Passion series)

Eyes of Passion, a monumental collection of short stories written by a young Nigerian writer,
Onis Sampson is a robust reflection on love, anguish, the struggle of man against fate,
religious deception and the naivety of the common man, adolescents longing for sophistication
and experience, and the fight against social pressures. Eyes of Passion features six interesting
short stories, each giving a vivid insight into a world of characters whose experiences we
immediately identify with as variants of ours. EYES OF PASSION: A chronic womanizer
surrenders his life to Christ. At his new place of work, the seductive fisticuffs of the M.D’s
daughter threatens his new found faith. He is faced with a dilemma: diplease her and lose his
job, or play along and face the reprimand of conscience and fear of the consequence of sin,
eternal damnation in hell. RAINY DAY ON CAMPUS: For most university students, recalling
their freshman year puts at the fore a nostalgic preponderance of naivety. Such was Onis’ in
“Rainy Day.” He leaves the comfort of his room at dawn for lectures during a heavy
downpour. He encounters a plight, comes across a seeming serendipity in meeting Teju,
brown-eyed dazzling beauty who embodies the definition of stark enigma. And then on
reaching the lecture hall, accompanied by Teju he meets a new truth. . . THE PRAYER
HOUSE: Under the influence of perceived spiritual oppression, a young lad is taken to a
prayer house for deliverance by his aunt against the instruction of his mother. They embark on
a seemingly endless journey trying to get to the last resort for his freedom. They encounter a
crux in the attitude of the prophet of the prayer house, yet there is a glimmer of hope in the
pattern of a rise and fall and then an interchange of fate hanging in the balance.
COLOURLESS DAY: A fortuitous woman has premonitions of her husband’s and step-sons’
death. Then, very early in the morning a call comes in: a distress call. The challenges inherent
in polygamous settings in some African cultures is given lucid treatment here. A SCREAM
FROM THE REAR: Saki, a young lad is before a deadly serpent ready to destroy him. His
mother coincidentally comes around. Time is at a standstill. Feverish numbness, suspense and
horror runs through your veins as you become enmeshed in the pages of this remarkably
puzzling story. THE JUVENILE: A race against time to cover up devious sidetracks. Rachael
finds herself all alone at home. Suddenly, there is the shattering of glasses in the bedroom. The
house is locked, who could have burgled in, she wonders. In the middle of this a call comes on
the landline. Next, Ubong, a suitor shows up almost at same time and becomes a sort of
rescuer. In no time her uncle who is on a one week trip out of town is at the door knocking.
She thinks of what to do next. A first line of action takes her off course, and she begins to
rumble from actions to inactions, all in a bid to cover up her tracks. ( Author Contact
Information: @OnisSampson on Twitter; www.onissampson.blogspot.com;
http://www.facebook.com/onisdaprofsampson?ref=tn_tnmn on facebook)
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The Passionate Eye - Wikipedia Jun 4, 2017 As we kick off our 5ALIVE series, Pastor Levi
Lusko shares a powerful message about perception, perseverance, and faith no matter the
RightNow Media :: Streaming Video Bible Study : Eyes Up : Louie The hope of this
series, Eyes Up, is to speak life and encouragement to everyone Publisher: Passion City
Church - 2015 OTHER SERIES WITH Louie Giglio. Nov 23, 2016 The hope of this series,
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Eyes Up, is to speak life and encouragement to everyone who finds themselves in uncertain
seas. Often when we start Eye on Chi - ChicagoNow Buy Fire of Passion - Suns Eye Mystic
Blends Oils - 1/2 Ounce Bottle: Oils - ? FREE DELIVERY possible on eligible purchases.
Fortune in My Eyes: A Memoir of Broadway Glamour, Social Justice Nov 24, 2016
Apart from being some of the most recognizable brands in Asia, footwear brand Charles &
Keith, Australian swimwear brand Seafolly and Images for Eyes of Passion (Eyes of
Passion series) The Passion of the Christ (2004) Trivia on IMDb: Cameos, Mistakes, Spoilers
and more His blue eyes were digitally changed to brown on film. 111 of 114 Women:
Stories of Passion Minds Eye (TV Episode 1997) - IMDb Formulated with fabulous
pigment provides pure bold color to define your eyes soft enough for smudging and blending
easy to glide on and long lasting. Night Eyes Four: Fatal Passion (TV Movie 1996) - Full
Cast & Crew She looked up at him and saw his eyes were closed. “Graham, open your eyes.
I want you to watch me.” As soon as his eyes opened, she darted her tongue out : NARS
GUY BOURDIN CRIME OF PASSION - EYE Through the Eyes of a Lion. 5ALIVE
Series. May 28, 2017. Self Must Fall // Part 2. Goliath Must Fall Series SYNC: Reconnecting
Heart & Heaven Series. Through the Eyes of a Lion – Passion City Church Newtown
Presby Players to retell story of Jesus passion through the Drama · Anna has just broken
up with her long-term boyfriend and goes to her friends cabin for Season 2 Episode 1.
Previous Minds Eye Poster. Anna has Field of Passion and Dreams [The Field Series 1] Google Books Result Drama · Successful psychologist, Dr. Angela Cross, puts in a new
burglar alarm system into her home due to threats she received. Steve Caldwell and Will
Griffith Eye of Passion - Home Facebook Like two stars, her eyes swept over his exquisite
emerald garment, his chocolate-colored eyes and his high cheekbones. It was just too good to
be true that a Walk in Her Sandals: Experiencing Christs Passion - Night Eyes 4: Fatal
Passion is a 1996 erotic thriller film and the fourth within the Night Eyes series. Like the
previous films, it stars Andrew Stevens as security The Passion Eyes & Wings Prophetic
Conference A People With Passion series Chicago journalism January 30, 2012: Jonathan Eig
In this excerpt from the 25th installment of Jack M Silversteins Chicago Eye of Passion, 2017
- Opera Gallery Spacecoast Eye for Passion (Kinnebrew-J., 2008) bloom season, Extra
Early, Color: light pink with rose red eye and edge above glowing green throat Walk in Her
Sandals: Experiencing Christs - Ave Maria Press Better yet, what historical proof do we
have that His eyes were indeed brown? of Jesus was very different from the villain he played
in the Harry Potter series. Eye On Ye Olde Bookshoppe &#8212 A novel passion: A love of
Eye of Passion, Mexico City, Mexico. 4K likes. Photography. Night Eyes Four: Fatal
Passion (TV Movie 1996) - IMDb Fortune in My Eyes: A Memoir of Broadway Glamour,
Social Justice, and Political Passion [David Rothenberg] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying
AHS Daylily Cultivar - Spacecoast Eye for Passion Eye of Passion, 2017. 70.9 x 70.9 in
(180 x 180 cm). Opera Gallery Hong Kong · Contact us · New York · Miami · Aspen · London
· Paris · Monaco · Geneva Awaken the Passion (Glorious Companions Series: Book 4) Google Books Result Experiencing Christs Passion through the Eyes of Women Walk in Her
Sandals: Stephanie Landsem, author of the biblical fiction series The Living Water, 10
Things You Didnt Know About “The Passion of the Christ” Mel Walk in Her Sandals:
Experiencing Christs Passion through the Eyes of Walk in Her Sandals: Stephanie Landsem,
author of the biblical fiction series The Louie Giglio - Eyes Up - passion resources Night
Eyes 4: Fatal Passion - Wikipedia The essence of Guy Bourdins glossy, glamorous editorials
captured in a sleek stacked compact of sensual shadows and spellbinding blushes, punctuated
with : Youngblood Intense Eye Color Pencil, Passion, 1.1 The Passionate Eye is a
Canadian documentary television series, which airs on CBC News Network. It has been airing
since 1992 and has had a website since Russias youthful footballing passion through
Brazilian eyes - FIFA Nov 8, 2016 Russias youthful footballing passion through Brazilian
eyes He has also published a series of books on his photography and this year he Emerald
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Eyes of Passion - Google Books Result Mar 2, 2017 The outside of Ye Olde Bookshoppe
can be deceiving. To the passerby, it appears as a little corner shop with barely enough room
to stretch Through the Eyes of a Lion Passion City Church Podcast on acast Apr 4, 2017
NEWTOWN BOROUGH >> In celebration of the Easter season, the a play that retells the
story of Jesus passion through the eyes of those The Passion of the Christ (2004) - Trivia IMDb Samantha closed her eyes and nodded in understanding. She leaned into his into each
others eyes. Passion, desire, and need, clear to see on their faces.
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